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The Evolution of Cheerleading 
 

Cheerleading’s roots are closely tied to American football’s.        
The first intercollegiate game was played in 1869, between         
Princeton University and Rutgers University in New Jersey,        
and by the 1880s, Princeton had formed an all-male pep club.           
A graduate of Princeton, Thomas Peebles, took the Princeton         
cheers to the University of Minnesota, where football and fight          
songs were becoming very popular. In 1898, U of M was on a             
losing streak, and a medical student named Johnny Campbell         
assembled a group to energize the team and the crowd.          
Johnny picked up a megaphone and rallied the team to          
victory with the first organized cheer: “Rah, Rah, Rah!         

Ski-U-Mah! Hoo-Rah! Hoo-Rah! Varsity! Varsity! Minn-e-so-tah! 
 
Cheerleading grew from there. It wasn’t until 1923 that women were allowed to cheer for the first time, at                   
the University of Minnesota. During this decade, cheerleaders added tumbling and acrobatics to their              
routines, and a University of Oregon cheerleader used flashcards for the first time. Although women were                
joining teams in the ‘20s, it wasn’t until the ‘40s that they joined in large numbers, since so many                   
college-aged men went off to fight in World War II. 
 
By the 1960s, cheerleading could be found in virtually every high school and grade school across the                 
country, and pee wee and youth leagues had developed as well. The ‘80s decade brought the launch of                  
many more event companies, as well as AACCA (American Association of Cheerleading Coaches and              
Administrators), in 1987, the first association devoted to teaching safety to coaches and advisors.  

All-star cheerleading started in the late ‘80s, and grew rapidly through the ‘90s. All-star cheerleading               
focused on athletic training and competition performances, as opposed to school-based cheerleading,            
which still encompassed leadership and spirit qualities. The original purpose of cheerleading is still              
relevant in today’s world, even with the increasing popularity of competition. 

Cheerleaders are the promoters of their schools and communities. They are a key marketing tool to the                 
athletics programs that they support, and they create the community patriotism we call “school spirit.”               
Most importantly, they are tomorrow’s leaders who through the development of athletic skills, leadership,              
and teamwork will be vital members of the community in the future.  

 

Be a cheerleader and become a leader! 

 

  

 
 



 
 

Cheerleading Streams in Manitoba 
 

In Manitoba, we are privileged to have a wide range of cheerleading teams, programs, and options.                
Anyone, of any age, can participate in cheerleading; the diversity and inclusiveness of cheerleading is               
what makes it a true community-based, team sport.  

All-star cheerleading is club-based cheerleading. These programs are not affiliated with a school and              
are primarily focused on competitive cheerleading although the clubs may include a range of              
non-competitive teams as well. Manitoba all-star programming begins at age 3 and there is no maximum                
age; parent teams, recreational teams and abilities teams are all available programs under the All-Star               
umbrella. The United States All Star Federation was formed in 2003 by the competition companies to act                 
as the national governing body for all-star cheerleading and to create a standard set of rules and judging                  
standards to be followed by all competitions sanctioned by the Federation, ultimately leading to the               
Cheerleading Worlds. As of 2012, all-star cheerleading involves a squad of 6–36 females and/or males.               
The squad prepares year-round for many different competition appearances, but they only actually             
perform for up to 2½ minutes during their team's routines. All-star levels range from Level 1 to Level 7                   
and athletes must be a minimum of 17 years old to compete in a Level 7 category. 

School-based cheerleading is a team that represents a school. This may be elementary, middle, high               
school or collegiate. School-based cheerleading may contain aspects of school spirit as well as              
competition. The school spirit aspect of cheerleading involves cheering, supporting, and "pumping up" the              
crowd at football games, basketball games or pep rallies. School teams also have the option to compete                 
and follow the same level system as the all-star cheerleading community.  

Specialty Divisions are competition opportunities that are in addition to the team routine component of               
cheerleading. This applies to both all-star and school-based cheerleading. These specialty routines may             
be individual, duo, partner or stunt group routines. Often a competition will offer a certain number of                 
participants from a program to enter the specialty division. Additional training may be required and often                
these are fun performances to add to the thrill of cheerleading competition. As athletes progress into                
higher stages of development, specialty performances consist of an elite stunt groups of 4 or 5 members                 
or partner stunt routines with a male base and female top. These specialty divisions are available all the                  
way from the early stages of cheerleading to the World Championships.  

 

  

 
 



 
 

 

 Cheer Manitoba 
Together Everyone Achieves More! 

Mission Statement 

Cheer Manitoba is a non-profit organization, designed to provide a safe, positive and community minded               
platform to our athletes, coaches, and programs, to instill in them all of the virtues of our sport. 

Vision Statement 

To develop, guide and support a passionate and unified resource of progressive development,             
sportsmanship and excellence for ALL members of our Cheer Manitoba community. 

Value Statements 

Integrity 
As a guiding principle of the organization, we value and demonstrate integrity, transparency and              
accountability in all documentation, decisions, actions and interactions. 

Community 
We believe in creating and contributing to a positive community image; supporting a collaborative              
atmosphere in which athletes, coaches and programs of all ages and abilities have equal opportunity to                
learn, grow, celebrate, explore and contribute. 

Education 
With progressive thinking and continuous opportunities for ongoing learning and development, we are             
committed to grow our sport in a recreational, competitive and professional manner. 

Safety 
We believe that physical, mental and emotional safety is essential for everyone in all aspects in the sport                  
of cheerleading. 

Leadership 
We value, support and recognize positive, dynamic leaders and mentors who demonstrate passion, drive,              
dedication, innovation and determination in all disciplines and aspects of our sport. 

 

 

  

 
 



 
 

Message from the President 
As Cheer Manitoba continues to grow its membership and programming, we continue to work towards a                
well-structured, strong platform that supports the principles of Canada Sport for Life, and a Long Term                
Athlete Development process for all of our athletes. In focusing on different applications and levels of                
learning, training and competitive environments, we are able to better provide appropriate opportunities             
for all participants, regardless of their age or ability. In focusing on different stages of learning,               
development and expectations, we are able to provide a positive, safe and active start for our little cheer                  
star’s learning and growth, skill development through fun for our youth programming, opportunities for             
higher level training, increased competition, excellence for our high performance athletes, and an             
inclusive and welcoming atmosphere for those that want to use cheer to stay fit and active throughout                 
their life. 

Cheer Manitoba is committed to working with all of our partners and membership to continue developing                
this framework for LTAD that reinforces Cheer Manitoba’s Vision, Mission, objectives and goals. When             
fully implemented, the LTAD model will provide a vehicle for change and growth in our sport. This will                 
allow cheerleading to bridge the full lifecycle of our athletes and allow us to reach our goal of realizing the                    
need for both high level performance and competition balanced with the love for cheer, for life. As cheer                 
combines skills from many disciplines of athleticism, this framework will help establish cheer as the               
perfect activity for the development of fundamental movement skills and physical literacy.   

As our cheer community continues to grow alongside us, this model will positively impact the future                
quality of our sport for the next generation of Cheerleaders, through targeting opportunity, training and               
development for all, regardless of the sex, gender, ability or disability. Cheer Manitoba is thrilled to be                
able to help create a solid framework that will encourage athletes to enjoy             
success at every level of participation in cheer. 

Hettie Proulx 
Cheer Manitoba President 

Athlete Profile 

I participated in cheerleading throughout high school and once I graduated, I was recruited to be a member of the                    
University of Manitoba Bison Cheerleading Team. I competed for U of M for six years, both locally and internationally                   
as well as performing at university events and football games. I was given the opportunity to be a member of the                     
Winnipeg Blue Bomber Cheer Team for 4.5 years and I was accepted on to the Team Canada Coed Cheerleading                   
Team in 2014. Cheerleading has been a huge influence in my life. Being a member of the cheerleading team not only                     
helped me meet new people throughout my life but it gave me self-confidence that I had never had before.  

Cheerleading inspires so much motivation in individuals to improve         
themselves. As a member of a team, athletes are supportive of each            
other and encourage each other to set and reach goals, live healthy            
lifestyles, and feel proud of their accomplishments. I set and          
accomplished goals for myself that I never would have thought          
possible before cheerleading, including winning several competitions       
and titles, making the national team, graduating from civil         
engineering, and finding a career that I enjoy.  I can say I wouldn’t             
be the individual I am today if cheerleading hadn’t been a part of my              
life for so many years. 
 
- Mackenzie Gmiterek 
Canadian National Team Member 

 
 



 
 

CHEER MANITOBA and LTAD 
The focus of this document is Long Term Athlete Development, or LTAD, for participants in               
cheerleading. Long-Term Athlete Development is a multi-stage, ability-based pathway guiding an           
individual’s experience in sport and physical activity from infancy to adulthood. 

The LTAD model supports the four goals of the Canadian Sport Policy: 

● Enhanced Participation 
● Enhanced Excellence 
● Enhanced Capacity 
● Enhanced Interaction 

Throughout the stages, LTAD supports training, competition, and recovery programs based on            
developmental age — the physical, mental and emotional maturation of the individual — rather than               
chronological age. It is athlete-centered in that it is designed to serve the best interests of each athlete’s                  
long-term development, encouraging growth in skills and achievement while ensuring each individual            
remains engaged in sport.  
 
There are 10 factors that influence LTAD: 

1. Physical Literacy 
2. Specialization 
3. Developmental Age 
4. Sensitive Periods 
5. Mental, Cognitive and Emotional Development 
6. Periodization 
7. Competition 
8. Excellence Takes Time 
9. System Alignment and Integration 
10. Continuous Improvement  

The Latest Science 
LTAD combines the best research in today’s sport science with the best practices in coaching and training                 
from around the world. These important research concepts and best practices have been codified into the                
10 key factors (above).  

Fixing Past Failures 
LTAD has been developed for a reason. Many traditional approaches to sport in Canada have served to                 
reduce participation numbers, led to poor results, and even caused injury. LTAD is designed to maintain                
participation, increase results, and protect our athletes. 

Improving Health  
LTAD is also driven by serious concerns for the health of all Canadians. Trends over the past two                  
decades have been towards less physical activity and sport participation, and we are starting to see                
serious negative consequences through rising rates of obesity, type 2 diabetes, and increased risk of               
heart and stroke disease. LTAD aims to mitigate these trends by promoting lifelong engagement in               
physical activity and sport. 

LTAD is for Everyone 
LTAD is for all Canadians, not just elite athletes and the young. It is cradle to grave in scope, and it is also                       
inclusive of athletes with disabilities. It provides a route for athletes and participants of all levels of ability                  
and disability to develop from playground to Olympic podium, and it also allows individuals to choose their                 
own training and competition goals at all points in between. 

 
 



 
 

By respecting the principles of LTAD and utilizing the established levels and progressions for              
cheerleading, Cheer Manitoba ensures that our programs meet the developmental needs and abilities of              
every participant. This document reinforces the Cheer Manitoba mission, vision and values; we hope to               
evolve the sport of cheerleading towards a structured, sustainable and safe series of progressive stages               
that provide opportunities at every level and for every individual.  

Cheer Manitoba has established goals and objectives to ensure all activities, actions and initiatives of the                
organization support the LTAD model and ongoing sport development. The goals and objectives are in               
support of the diverse and dedicated group of individuals that are involved in regulating, managing and                
growing the sport of cheerleading. Goals and objectives for the organization, athletes, coaches and              
judges are customized to meet the needs of each and every member.  

The Cheer Manitoba and LTAD model will benefit all individuals and groups with a vested interest in the                  
sport of cheerleading. Through clear communication, coach and judge training, open dialogue and             
ongoing education, Cheer Manitoba will support the growth and safety of cheerleading using the LTAD               
model as a framework for current and future development.  

Athlete Development  

● Implementing and supporting a structured level system that parallels the International All-Star            
Federation (IASF) system to ensure Manitoba teams can compete in and out of the province               
without difficulty.  

● Supporting and sanctioning events for programs to host stunt camps, community events,            
showcases and competitions. Assisting clubs with raising funds for purchase of better            
equipment, more training opportunities, contracting reputable experts for choreography/music,         
offer financial support for lower income athletes, marketing and to grow their programs.  

● Ensuring that all athletes know that their safety is vital and of the highest priority. Throughout all                 
events sanctioned by Cheer Manitoba, a clear importance is put on safety. We support our               
athletes in helping them understand that their health, education and wellbeing as a whole is               
critical in their success as an athlete. 

● Striving to help connect individuals to assist with challenges within individual programs. Through             
the generous leadership of many knowledgeable individuals, we are able to provide guidance and              
offer support. Many of our coaches work collaboratively to assist smaller clubs with tumbling or               
stunting clinics to help grow other athletes. Athletes from different programs are encouraged to              
attend events and clinics from other programs, and are welcomed by those athletes and coaches               
as equals, with much to share from both sides.  

Coaching Development 

● Cheer Manitoba supports the development of qualified coaches by hosting conferences annually            
with industry leaders. Content and topics for the conference are determined based on feedback              
from Cheer Manitoba Members.  

● Through instilling the strong sense of community and friendliness within our organization, our             
coaches have been able to enjoy and foster a sense of communication to grow together in                
addition to their personal growth.  

● Cheer Manitoba organizes annual ICU credentialing training/opportunities (formerly USASF         
credentialing) for coaches. All coaches must be credentialed up to the level that they are               
coaching; support and resources are always available for coach development and further study.             
Cheer Manitoba maintains an updated list of coaches’ credentials on the website to reassure              
parents and athletes that proper training is being implemented and managed; coaches are             
instructed to follow best practices in our industry. 

● Cheer Manitoba brought in a representative of USASF (Western Canada representative) to certify             
three people in Manitoba to be able to credential coaches. This supports our coaches in allowing                
them an opportunity to credential or re-credential here in Manitoba and not have to either travel                

 
 



 
 

outside Manitoba or have their programs pay other individuals to fly in. Cheer Manitoba follows               
all IASF Competition rules, age grids and leveling system for consistency and equitable treatment              
of all teams, programs and schools. Cheer Manitoba follows the best practices / standards that               
are being used across Canada and USA 

● Cheer Manitoba is committed to staying current with the best practices and trends in the cheer                
industry, and ensuring our membership has access to additional information, training and            
practices being used in our larger cheer industry. This is achieved by attending various              
conferences, and training opportunities through Canada and the USA, including Spring Tumbling            
Coaches Conferences in Edmonton and Montreal, Nationals Standards, and various judging           
conferences.  

● Cheer Manitoba has a progressive and clear protocol for Coach Training requirements. All             
coaches must obtain the following educational requirements: 

1. ICU Credentialing to the level that they coach (formerly USASF credentialing) 
2. Respect in Sport  
3. Coaching Fundamentals 

i. NFHS/ACCAA course or 
ii. NCCP modules ‘Making Ethical Decisions’ and ‘Planning a Practice’ 

4. Concussion Training 
i. Heads Up or 
ii. Other recognized concussion training course 

In addition, First Aid/CPR is strongly recommended.  

Judging Development 

● One of the Cheer Manitoba founding members sat on the judging board for Cheer Canada to help                 
develop the new Cheer Canada score sheets, which were completed and adopted by Cheer              
Manitoba in the 2011-2012 season. This knowledge was brought back to into our province in               
order to create a systematic and comprehensive training program for judges.  

● The Judging Director attended the Cheer Canada Judging meeting in Trenton, Ontario (2012) to              
ensure that judges were up to date with all best practices, as well as continue to contribute to the                   
growth and development of judges across Canada.  

● Encouraging and promoting the need for educated, confident and knowledgeable judges is an             
ongoing practice to ensure consistent and ethical judging occurs at every event. A clinic / training                
session is held annually under the direction of the Judging Director to review the required material                
and methodology and to ensure all judges are aware of, and are following and considering the                
most updated information available.  

● The Judging Director is present at every competition and event to assist and support the judges.                 
Judges are required to practice their skills by attending showcases or team practices to watch               
and practice judging. It is then discussed with the Judging Director to ensure consistent and               
accurate judging is demonstrated. If any anomalies or variances are noted, the Judging Director              
coaches the judge to clarify and reinforce best practices, and clear understanding.  

  

 
 



 
 

Sport for Life through LTAD 
 

  

 
 



 
 

LTAD Stages in Cheerleading 
 

Active Start  

The first stage of development in cheerleading is focused on building a foundation through motor  
learning, physical movement, balance and social skills. 

LTAD Characteristics 

From 0-6 years, boys and girls need to be engaged in daily active play. Through play and movement, they                   
develop the fundamental movement skills that will provide the foundation for learning fundamental sports              
skills at older ages.  

From ages 0-6 years, children need to be introduced to unstructured active play that incorporates a                
variety of body movements. Children this age need to develop the ABCs of movement – Agility, Balance,                 
Coordination and Speed.  

The ABCs are essential for developing fundamental movement skills, and fundamental movement skills             
will later provide the foundation for fundamental sport skills. Together, fundamental movement skills and              
fundamental sport skills form the basis of physical literacy. 

An early active start enhances development of brain function, physical coordination, gross motor skills,              
and posture and balance. An active start also helps children to build confidence, social skills, emotional                
control, and imagination while reducing stress and improving sleep.  

Children in the Active Start stage should see physical activity as a fun and exciting part of everyday life. 

Cheerleading-specific LTAD Characteristics 

Cheerleading at this stage of development is fun, recreational and improves social and motor skills.               
Athletes are given the opportunity to learn new ways of moving their body and to work as a team. Social                    
skills are learned and the practices are a diverse and exploratory experience. At this stage, basic                
cheerleading motions can be introduced and practiced using play, music and games.  

Stunting and tumbling can be introduced at this stage with an emphasis on safety and fun. Athletes begin                  
to learn their limits, understand risk and enjoy the experience of trying something new. Any athlete, of any                  
age, can join a cheerleading team at this stage. Physical movement, teamwork and fun are the focus of                  
this stage of development.  

 

  

 
 



 
 

Climbing and Building Skills  

This stage of cheerleading will help the athlete feel comfortable with support, alignment and air sense.  

LTAD Characteristics 

During the FUNdamental stage (females 6-8, males 6-9); children should develop fundamental movement             
skills, including the ABCs of Agility, Balance, Coordination and Speed. Children should participate in a fun                
and challenging multi-sport environment. 

Early elementary school age children need to participate in a variety of well-structured activities that               
develop basic skills. However, activities and programs need to maintain a focus on fun, and formal                
competition should only be minimally introduced.  

Children should be exposed to a variety of sports and physical activities throughout the year, developing                
their interests and motivation while avoiding the danger of burnout through premature specialization.  

Learning fundamental movement skills throughout this stage is a key to the overall development of               
physical literacy. The ABCs of Agility, Balance, Coordination and Speed are foundation blocks for              
developing fundamental movement skills. 

Cheerleading-specific LTAD Characteristics 

This stage builds the foundation for proper alignment, power, strength and timing which are the core                
concepts of all basic cheerleading skills. Through each stage of skill development, the basic cheerleading               
skills are acknowledged and defined as either stunt or tumble. Athletes gain increased motor control,               
awareness of the physical body as well as the Memory of Movement for building skills. Climbing and                 
timing are focused on heavily at this stage and athletes will begin with demonstrations and practices that                 
are based around body positions. Climbing skills, such as a set up drill, are introduced, demonstrated,                
explained and practiced. Overall body control and mastery of power, timing and a stable core must be                 
attained prior to moving to the next stage.  

Stunting 

The basic positions of cheerleading are taught at this stage; base, top, back. It is important that athletes                  
are given the opportunity to learn all positions; no specific roles are assigned at this stage. It is                  
emphasized that overall control of the body and strength of the individual are the components of role                 
assignment. Low level stunts are performed; typically from the ground level to the thigh level.  

The role of the Base at this stage of development is to learn to stabilize weight using their legs for force                     
and strength. A stable stance is created through an engaged core and the proper amount of tension. In                  
climbing skills, bases learn to coordinate the communication and synchronization of movements, known             
as Timing Skills. Once Climbing and Timing Skills are mastered, athletes may begin catching technique.  

The role of the Top at this stage of development is to learn body awareness while helping the bases with                    
the core and arms. The Top begins to learn step up skills, body positions and proper alignment. Climbing                  
and Timing skills will help the Top learn power and coordination with the bases.  

The role of the Back at this stage of development is acquiring lifting power as well as learning and                   
understanding that the main responsibility of the Back is to protect the neck and head of the Top. The                   
Back learns that the torso must be visible at all times through low level stunting and ground work. All                   
Backs at this stage will be hands-on and ready to assist the top safely to the ground if necessary.  

At this stage, it is also recommended that a General Spotter be present; this may be a coach or older                    
athlete to ensure the safety of each skill.  

 
 



 
 

Stunting Competencies with Technical Recommendations 

 

Tumbling 

Tumbling at this stage introduces weight bearing hip-over-head rotation for the athlete who has mastered               
core body positions. Athletes will be able to begin transition from static body positions, such as hollow                 
body, into more dynamic movement. As the athlete develops, it is important to encourage sport-specific               
training which includes Memory of Movement, repetition and learning forwards and backwards            
momentum. 

A strong foundation is the most important factor in developing the capacity to learn tumbling. Athletes are                 
taught skills such as tuck, hollow body, arched body, jump technique, punch technique and straight arms                
under body pressure before attempting any inverted tumbling skill.  

Learning each skill in the proper order will develop confidence and good motor skill acquisition habits. A                 
handstand is the first tumbling skill that is taught and it is important that proper body shape and tightness                   
is maintained throughout the skill.  

Memory of Movement is developed by learning, and practicing, to a point where movement occurs without                
conscious thought. When movement becomes memory of movement then other advanced tumbling skills             
can be performed efficiently and safely. This progressive approach cultivates mental courage and stability              
in the athlete.  

Additional areas of tumbling development include jump and punch technique. Athletes are taught how to               
use their bodies to create different types of momentum.  

  

 
 

Core Competencies Recommended Skill(s) Corresponding Level 

Basic Skills Body positions, timing drills Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 

Climbing Skills Step up, thigh level stunts, step 
off Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 

Weight Transfer Smooth transitioning into and out 
of stunts Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 

Timing Skills Hanging drills, dip and drive from 
load to thigh stand, cradle Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 

Lift and Support Interlocking grip, thigh level 
bracing, two prep bracing Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 

Toss Drills Prep for cradle Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 



 
 

Tumbling Competencies with Technical Recommendations 

 

Basic choreography and timing is introduced at this stage. Athletes are taught arm motions or small stunts                 
and may be introduced to counting in order to synchronize movement. This stage is an introduction to                 
bringing together a cognitive understanding of timing with a physical understanding of movement.  

 

Learn to Practice 

This stage of development gives the athletes confidence, consistency and success in fundamental             
cheerleading skills.  

LTAD Characteristics 

During the Learn to Practice stage (females 8-11, males 9-12); children should be converting their               
fundamental movement skills into fundamental sport skills. This stage is “The Golden Age of Learning” for                
specific sport skills. 

Children in the Learn to Practice stage are ready to begin training according to more formalized methods.                 
However, the emphasis should still be on general sports skills suitable to a number of activities. As well, a                   
greater amount of time should be spent training and practicing skills than competing. 

It may be tempting to specialize at this age through excessive single sport training or early position                 
specialization in team sports. This should be avoided in most sports. 

Inappropriate or premature specialization can be detrimental to later stages of athlete development if the               
child is playing a late specialization sport. Premature specialization promotes one-sided development and             
increases the likelihood of injury and burnout. There are a few sports that are recognized as                
early-specialization sports, such as gymnastics, figure skating, and diving. It is appropriate to provide              
more training hours and concentrated focus in these activities.  

Cheerleading-specific LTAD Characteristics 

With the athlete’s demonstration of control of power and proper alignment in stage 1, stage 2 elevates the                  
height of skills and the difficulty of transitions. As the athlete progresses to escalated heights, air sense                 
and transitional stamina are essential factors in safe movement and execution. In addition to Stunting and                
Tumbling, athletes will be introduced to the third component of cheerleading; Tossing. Tossing is a part of                 
the Stunting family however it is taught separately in competitive cheerleading. Tossing becomes a              
natural progression in the stunting section as athletes learn their first release skill. This involves releasing                
the top and safely catching her again. As athletes become more confident in catching, tossing can be                 

 
 

Core Competencies Recommended Skill(s) Corresponding Level 

Weight Support 
Jump and punch technique, 
plank, push up, donkey kick, 
handstand  

Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 

Hip-over-head Rotation Forward and backward rolls, 
cartwheel, round-off  Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 

Core strength and alignment Body positions, lunge, back 
bend, walkovers  Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 



 
 

adapted from a regular ‘stunt grip’ to a ‘basket toss grip’. This change in grip is critical to the power and                     
height a toss can achieve. For this reason, athletes are taught low level, straight body tossing only.  

As athletes learn the basic skills in stunting, tumbling and tossing, full cheerleading routines are created.                
This stage of development also introduces the athlete to faster choreography, working with music and               
combining many elements into a routine.  

Stunting 

The stunting skills that are taught at this stage are extended with two feet or at prep (shoulder) level with                    
one foot. Athletes are able to begin connecting stunts to one another to make a pyramid. An important                  
addition to this stage is the role of the Brace. The athlete who is a Brace holds the foot or hand of another                       
athlete, during a stunt, to create a pyramid. This dynamic role requires the athletes to perform their own                  
stunt while simultaneously working with another stunt group to connect them.  

The Top learns additional levels of air sense and flexibility and as a whole, timing becomes even more                  
critical. Timing Skills are continuously practiced and reinforced at this stage. Athletes are taught their first                
release move and a single twist (log roll) is permitted in order to introduce the athletes to a twisting                   
motion. In all building skills, the key for the Top is to climb lightly with the use of the arms and core as well                        
as using the momentum and drive from the bases to efficiently attain the stunt. Transitional stunts such as                  
½ turns teach the Top how to use the core to turn herself in the air. As mentioned, the addition of                     
pyramids at this stage adds an exciting new level of growth.  

Bases are able to use their power to extend above the head while holding a hollow body to support the                    
weight of the top. 

The Back is taught to be in position, with extended arms overhead, to protect the Top. He/she will be able                    
to view the torso of the Top. The Back will start to learn how much power and strength they can use while                      
maintaining control of the stunt and their ability to protect the head and neck of the Top.  

 

Stunting Competencies with Technical Recommendations 

 

 
 

Core Competencies Recommended Skill(s) Corresponding Level 

Timing Skills Elevator up, press to extension, 
½ twist to prep  Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 

Air Skills Cupie, liberty, arabesque  Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 

Dismounts Pop, cradle, reload  Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 

Inversions Handstand to shoulder sit, front 
walkover to prep  Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 

Release Moves Log roll  Recreational, Level 1 – Level 2 



 
 

Tumbling 

Tumbling at this stage of development is considered the most crucial stage for the athlete wishing to                 
move through many or all levels of cheerleading development. The back handspring and round-off back               
handspring are air-borne skills with hand support. They are the catalysts for all other running tumbling.                
For success, these skills must be learned with a strong, supported core and manipulation of power.                
Punching technique will be mastered at this stage and many drills are used to reinforce proper body                 
position and safe learning.  

Before an athlete progresses to a back handspring, handstands and cartwheels are mastered. Many drills               
are used to teach the athlete how to push off the ground and gain power for the back handspring as well                     
as snapping up at the end. The focus is on technique, angles, alignment and body control.  

It is critical at this stage that athletes spend considerable time on progressions and drills for tumbling. As                  
this stage is considered the foundation of running tumbling, the majority of time spent practicing will be on                  
progressions in order to master the components of each skill.  

Tumbling Competencies with Technical Recommendations 

Additional skills learned in this stage are related to performance. Choreography, music, team work,              
confidence and memory work are all aspects of this stage. As it is a complex and integral developmental                  
stage in cheerleading, many athletes spend a great deal of time mastering the elements of this stage.  

Cooperation and communication become even more imperative at this stage as the stunts are at a                
greater height and athletes begin to connect stunts to form pyramids. This requires enormous teamwork,               
timing, trust and practice. This stage is critical for teaching the most important aspect of cheerleading;                
teamwork.  

  

 
 

Core Competencies Recommended Skill(s) Corresponding Level 

Airborne Fundamentals Handstand shoulder shrugs, 
handstand snap ups, pop drills  Recreational, Level 1 – Level 3 

Arch to Hollow Initiation 
Log roll, handstand snap down, 
back handspring, rebounding, 
front handspring  

Recreational, Level 1 – Level 3 

Connection Skills Cartwheel ¼ turn to round-off, 
round-off back handspring  Recreational, Level 1 – Level 3 



 
 

Learn to Compete 

This stage of development builds confidence and skills for success through guided practice, repetition and               
increasing difficulty.  

LTAD Characteristics 

During the Learn to Compete stage (females 11-15, males 12-16), young athletes need to build an                
aerobic base and consolidate their sport- specific skills. Towards the end of the stage, they need to focus                  
on strength and the anaerobic alactic energy system. Increased training hours are needed at this stage to                 
develop each athlete’s long-term potential.  

The ages that define the Learn to Compete stage are based on the approximate onset and end of the                   
adolescent growth spurt. This period is generally defined as ages 11 to 15 years for females and 12 to 16                    
years for males. 

At this stage, athletes are ready to consolidate their basic sport-specific skills and tactics. It is also a                  
major fitness development stage. 

The Learn to Compete in stage makes or breaks the athlete. Athletes may exhibit special talent, play to                  
win, and do their best, but they still need to allocate more time to training skills and physical capacities                   
than competing in formal settings. To maximize their long-term potential, winning should remain a              
secondary emphasis. 

This approach is critical to the long-term development of top performers and lifelong participants. 

To ensure their program is following the correct training-to-competition ratio, along with other guidelines              
that describe training design and competition objectives at each LTAD stage, coaches and parents should               
consult the sport-specific LTAD plan from their sport’s national organization. 

Cheerleading-specific LTAD Characteristics 

After mastering extension, power and body awareness, the athletes are introduced to transitions such as               
twisting, releasing and inverting. The tumbling components at this stage introduce rotation in the air with                
no hand support. This stage of development is commonly used in high school level cheerleading. It is                 
important that athletes are comfortable on various performance floors, such as competition floors (sprung              
and non-sprung) and school gym floors if they are performing skills at this stage in various settings.  

Skills at this stage of development demand a considerably higher level of fitness and attention to timing                 
than the previous stages. As such, it is important that athletes are physically and mentally prepared for                 
the skills at this stage through cheerleading-specific conditioning and repetition in timing skills. Single-leg              
skills in stunts, twisting dismounts and more difficult airborne tumbling elements are components in this               
level of cheerleading.  

Stunting 

Stunting at this stage begins to transition from two-legged stunts to single leg stunts. The Bases will learn                  
to share the weight of the Top through communication, combined strength and timing. Athletes are taught                
to stunt in the same spot (with as little movement as possible) and to keep the ‘core’ of the stunt centered.                     
Each stunt has connection potential; to create a pyramid or to transition to another type of skill.  

In previous levels, individual athletes are more likely to vary in position and grouping. At this stage,                 
difficulty begins to increase and cohesion must be established. Athletes often perform one role within the                
same group (such as always being a Base) more commonly than the variety that is seen in previous                  
stages. This can be considered the first step towards role specialization.  

 
 



 
 

The Bases are taught a high level of strength and the ability to observe the Top while in motion. When                    
two Bases are supporting one foot, it is imperative that the core muscles are engaged and communication                 
is clear. The Bases are typically split at this stage into a Main Base and a Side or Secondary Base. They                     
are taught to work as one and enable the Top to feel confident in performing her skills as the bases                    
provide a strong support beneath her. Bases are also taught to catch the Top in a variety of situations in                    
order to cultivate trust and confidence among the group.  

The Top is introduced to single-leg stunts at the extended level, which requires a great deal of                 
commitment and confidence. The Top is taught how to stay tight, how to steady and how to trust the                   
Bases beneath them to assist with centering the stunt. At this stage, the top is also introduced to twisting                   
transitions and more difficult tosses that include leg or arm positions. Timing Skills become very critical for                 
the athlete to learn when to stand up, where the highest point in the Toss is and how to come down with                      
minimal impact.  

The Back is taught that, at this higher and more difficult stage, it is even more important to always watch                    
the shoulders and upper body of the Top. This gives the Back control over the stunt and the ability to feel                     
direction of momentum. A Back is able to speed up a stunt by applying a higher velocity push; they are                    
able to stabilize the stunt by lifting higher on the Top. The Back is able to deliberately control the stunt                    
and watch the Top in order to predict where the next movement will be. At this stage, the Back is                    
releasing and catching the Top while in motion. The most critical job of the Back is to protect the head                    
and neck of the Top by anticipating where the body weight will land or shift in any given moment.  

 

Stunting Competencies with Technical Recommendations 

 

Tumbling 

Tumbling at this stage introduces the athlete to airborne rotations without hand support, beginning with a 
back tuck. All tumbling elements from the previous stages must be mastered in order to begin airborne 
rotations. The athletes must be conditioned in the core, have good body awareness and a 

 
 

Core Competencies Recommended Skill(s) Corresponding Level 

Entry Skills Straight up to one leg, axis 
rotations  Level 3 – Level 4 

Air Skills  Liberty variations at extended 
level, pendulum from prep level  Level 3 – Level 4 

Dismounts  Axis rotation, pike or toe touch  Level 3 – Level 4 

Inversions  Back arch out, yo yo Level 3 – Level 4 

Pyramids 
Tick tock, ball up with brace, leap 
frog, released inversions with 
brace 

Level 3 – Level 4 

Tosses Axis rotation, toe touch, pike, 
tuck X Level 3 – Level 4 



 
 

well-established foundation of proper body positions. Athletes learn to flip forwards and backwards, as 
well as connect airborne rotations to running tumbling passes.  

Athletes will spend the majority of the tumbling practice drills, progressions and simulations of the skill 
(with spot, with mats, etc.). Stacked mats, spotting, punch drills, somersaults and increased 
proprioceptive awareness will aid in the athlete’s ability to learn the more difficult tumbling elements.  

At this stage of development, tumbling is broken down into two different types; standing and running 
tumbling. Both are components of competitive cheerleading routines and marked separately. Athletes will 
begin to learn how to generate power and force from a back handspring while continuing to work with the 
round off back handspring series into airborne rotation. Speed in tumbling and the setting action from the 
punch technique are critical at this stage.  

 

Tumbling Competencies with Technical Recommendations 

At this stage, competitive routines move at a faster pace with more transitions that are skills verses                 
walking in synchrony. Timing skills have been mastered and athletes are taught to connect difficult               
elements to one another. Choreography, performance and stage presence are important at this level as               
athletes will begin to compete at provincial and national levels; eventually preparing for international              
competition.  

 

  

 
 

Core Competencies Recommended Skill(s) Corresponding Level 

Airborne rotation 
Running tumbling, flipping in tuck 
Handstand shoulder shrugs, 
handstand snap ups, pop drills  

Level 3 – Level 4 

Generating Force 

Back handspring set, handspring 
series, front tumbling Log roll, 
handstand snap down, back 
handspring, rebounding, front 
handspring  

Level 3 – Level 4 

Core Strength and Set 
Alignment 

Setting, abdominal strength 
Cartwheel ¼ turn to round-off, 
round-off back handspring  

Level 3 – Level 4 

Rotation in Hollow Body Running tumbling, layout, layout 
step out Level 3 – Level 4 

Specialty skills Front tuck step out, Arabian, 
creative passes Level 3 – Level 4 

Standing Force 
Back handspring back tuck, 
standing back tuck, series to 
layout 

Level 3 – Level 4 



 
 

High Performance Competition 

This stage of development provides further coordination and refinement of skills, while challenging the              
learner at the elite level of performance.  

LTAD Characteristics 

In the High Performance Competition stage (females 15-21, males 16-23), athletes choose one sport in               
which they will train to excel. Athletes will train to solidify their sport-specific and position-specific skills                
and all of their physical capacities. These athletes are aiming to compete in national and international                
events. 

At the High Performance Competition stage of LTAD, this is where competition becomes “serious.”              
Athletes enter this stage if they have chosen to specialize in one sport and excel at the highest level of                    
competition possible. 

Athletes need to commit to high-volume and high-intensity training throughout the year. Instruction in              
topics such as nutrition, sport psychology, recovery and regeneration, injury prevention, and injury             
management also become very important.  

Formal competition becomes more prominent in annual periodized training, competition and recovery            
plans, and includes major national and international events. 

High Performance Competition athletes are not the average community sport program participant. They             
are committed athletes with recognized talent who have chosen an elite pathway that few others pursue.  

Cheerleading-specific LTAD Characteristics 

Athletes at this stage have reached a high level of skill and performance. They are highly conditioned and                  
trained to perform difficult skills with grace and confidence. At this stage, athletes are often in national                 
competitions and preparing for international or worlds qualification events.  

As this level of cheerleading is elite, skills and routines should reflect proper athleticism and technique.                
Mental and physical conditioning is encouraged along with proper nutrition and hydration. Athletes at this               
level are often evaluated for their preparedness to compete at the elite level and evaluations should take                 
place each season. Consistent physical and mental training is required, as well as injury prevention,               
adequate recovery time between practice sessions and performance training. Periodization becomes an            
important factor in determining when each athlete, and the team as a whole, will peak during the                 
competitive season.  

Stunting 

In the previous stages of development, the athletes’ building skills evolve from strong connected skills into                
transitions, inversions and release moves. Technique of each athlete is of the utmost importance as they                
develop high level stunting. Athletes at this stage are trained to invert and rotate in tosses, twist in stunts                   
and transition with released inversions. Complete mastery of the previous stages is required to perform at                
this level. Stunt groups will be confident with full twisting from a variety of air positions and heights; double                   
twisting will be introduced at this level. Inversions will be higher and athletes will be trained to release and                   
catch free standing stunts. Pyramids also increase in difficulty as flipping and twisting transitions are               
taught with less bracing, faster transitioning and more intricate movement.  

As athletes become very proficient with stunting at the extended level, this stage of development opens                
the door for the highest level of cheerleading, level 7. Level 7 cheerleading is only permitted for athletes                  
age 18 or older; at the all-star or collegiate level. An enormous shift occurs in stunting when transitioning                  
to this level. Groups of stunts (pyramids) are allowed at 2.5 people high, creating a second Top or a                   

 
 



 
 

middle person. This significantly increases the difficulty and height of stunts. Additional airborne rotations,              
group to group tosses and non-rotation triple twisting is introduced at this stage of development.  

Bases at this stage will have mastered the concepts of alignment, strength with power and control. The                 
athlete will be preparing for release moves where the Top is fully released and caught while still                 
performing air positions or twisting in the air. Bases will begin throwing and catching rotations.               
Commitment to follow through and extending the arms for catching at an extended position is crucial for                 
Bases. Synchronization of skills is extremely important at this level therefore, timing, core strength,              
communication and coordination with team mates are all elements of the stunts.  

The Top’s role at this stage of development becomes increasingly challenging; stamina, focus and              
confidence is practiced. The same lift and alignment components that were learned in Climbing and               
Building skills are utilized at the highest level of cheerleading. Body alignment, air sense and               
proprioceptive awareness must be well trained. The Top will be inverting, rotating, twisting and              
demonstrating strength and flexibility at this level.  

The Back’s role of catching, studying and protecting the head and neck is at its peak in this stage of                    
development. Because the Top will be fully released from the bases, at times in a very high tosses, it is                    
important to reinforce protection of the head and neck. The Back will have mastered the technique of                 
lifting, controlling the stunt, watching the torso and protecting the Top. At this stage, it is not uncommon to                   
have multiple stunt groups share a Back, such as during a pyramid sequence. This increases the difficulty                 
of the routine. For this reason, a Back may be responsible for watching more than one Top                 
simultaneously and determining the best course of action, depending on the movement or adjustment of               
group. Pyramids may change places, transition in and out of stunt sequences and tosses are at the                 
highest level of difficulty. The Back’s role is integral in the safety and success of the stunt.  

Stunting Competencies with Technical Recommendations 

 

 
 

Core Competencies Recommended Skill(s) Corresponding Level 

Entry Skills 
Release over head, release with 
rotation, toss to extended 
position  

Level 4 – Level 7 

Air Skills  Twisting tick tock, stretch tick 
tock  Level 4 – Level 7 

Dismounts  Double axis rotation, cartwheel 
out  Level 4 – Level 7 

Inversions  Fold to pike and catch  Level 4 – Level 7 

Release moves Helicopter  

Pyramids 
Braced inversions, twisting 
transitions, weight bearing 
transition  

Level 4 – Level 7 

Tosses 
Kick double twist, airborne 
rotations (back tuck, layout, full or 
double full  

Level 4 – Level 7 



 
 

Tumbling 

Athletes at this stage of development have mastered the proper set position and height of rotation in a                  
layout, with a strong hollow body. The athlete is introduced to twisting in the layout as well as other                   
twisting elements such as Arabians and Onodi’s. Twisting is the rotation on the vertical axis of one’s body                  
and is initiated from the core muscles. Body position and awareness, memory of movement and mastery                
of the layout are integral prerequisites for tumbling at this level. Athletes may perform one flip and two                  
twists; a double twisting layout. This may be combined with other specialty skills, such as an Arabian, and                  
can be performed in standing and running tumbling.  

Standing tumbling also increases in difficulty with the standing tuck having been mastered, the athlete is                
introduced to standing full twists.  

Athleticism, strength and mental conditioning are critical at this level. Injury prevention and appropriate              
time allotted to tumbling should be very precise. With tumbling elements increasing in difficulty,              
progressions and drills must be fully mastered and attention on technique is vital to success and safety.  

Tumbling Competencies with Technical Recommendations 

Routine choreography at this level is an important factor in competition. Athletes will be introduced to fast                 
choreography, precise timing of stunts and intricate dance moves. Performance presence is established             
and practiced in competition simulations, demonstrations and in training small pieces of routines to              
enhance the look and feel of the choreography. The routine is both a competitive event and a                 
performance.  

 

  

 
 

Core Competencies Recommended Skill(s) Corresponding Level 

Axis rotation while airborne 
Full twisting layout, double 
twisting layout, front handspring 
to front twisting layout  

Level 4 – Level 7 

Specialty Skills 
One and a half twist through to 
full or double twist, Onodi, 
Arabian  

Level 4 – Level 7 

Standing Force  Back handspring series to full or 
double full, standing full  Level 4 – Level 7 



 
 

International Competition  

This stage of development is for athletes training for, or competing at World Championships. There are                
two streams of international competition in cheerleading; USASF/IASF World Championship and           
ICU World Championship.  

LTAD Characteristics 

This stage is about training to win at the highest levels of sport: international competition. Only the very                  
best and most dedicated reach this stage. Those who succeed in this stage almost always work with                 
highly trained and qualified coaches. 

This is the final stage of athlete development, and the focus is on maximizing fitness preparation and                 
sport performance in all its dimensions under competitive conditions. These dimensions include, but are              
not limited to: strength, endurance, flexibility, skill, speed, nutritional preparation, decision-making and            
psychological preparation. 

Success in this stage requires that the physical, technical, tactical, and psychological skills be fully               
established. It also requires that the physical conditioning groundwork was completed at the             
developmentally appropriate stages. 

Athletes train to peak at major competitions, and training consists of a relatively high amount of work done                  
at high intensity. Training is carefully planned, with the training year divided into one, two, three, or more                  
cycles, depending on the demands of the sport and the individual athlete’s strengths. 

Cheerleading-specific LTAD Characteristics 

*The Core Competencies at this level are the same as International Competition however; athletes must               
compete and qualify at Level 5, 6 or 7 to compete at World Championship.  

USASF/IASF World Championship 

Athletes competing at this level of competition are either at Level 5, 6 or 7 and are considered                  
international teams. Various categories exist, such as small and large coed, and athletes must qualify for                
USASF/IASF World Championship by obtaining a Worlds Bid at a recognized competition offering either a               
fully paid, partially paid or unpaid bid. These competitions are designated by USASF/IASF as              
qualifications for World Championship.  

This event brings together more than 9000 cheerleaders from the senior (USA) and international              
categories. The first cheerleading worlds were held       
in 2004 in Orlando, Florida where it is still running          
today. Athletes who are training to compete at the         
World Championship will have a competition and       
training schedule that allows them to be peaking at         
a qualifying competition and ideally improving the       
routine in preparation for the World Championship. 

 

The International Cheer Union (ICU) was established in 2004 and is the recognized             
world governing body of Cheerleading. ICU comprises of 105 member National Cheer            
Federations/3.5 million athletes on all continents, hosts World Championships         
consistently welcoming over 70 nations, many global continental and regional          
championships, and continues to grow as a unified voice for all those who are dedicated               
to the positive advancement of cheerleading throughout the world. 

 
 

http://cheerunion.org.ismmedia.com/ISM3/std-content/repos/Top/2013_Website/About%20Us/Documents/ICU_What-Is-The-ICU.pdf


 
 

Following a positive vote by the Sport Accord General Assembly, the International Cheer Union became               
Sport Accord’s 109th member, and Sport Accord’s 93rd international sports federation to join the              
international sports family. The ICU is also a proud member of TAFISA (The Association for International                
Sports for All), is WADA Code compliant, and is fully applied to the International Olympic Committee                
(IOC) to further promote the advancement of Cheerleading around the world. 

The ICU hosts numerous competitions, of particular interest are the ICU School World Championships,              
the ICU University World Championships and the ICU Cheerleading         
Championships.  

Canadian Cheer Union 

The Canadian Cheer Union is an organization run by volunteer         
professionals in the Canadian cheer industry. CCU exists to field          
true National teams at the ICU World Championships held annually          
in Orlando, Florida. Established in 2009, CCU has fielded teams          
representing almost every Province in the nation, with over 200          
athletes earning the honour of wearing red and white. Team Canada Coed Elite and Team Canada All                 
Girl Elite are the reigning five time World Champions in their divisions.  

In 2012, Team Canada fielded a Coed Premier team, placing 4th and 6th in 2013. In 2013, Team Canada                   
fielded an All-Girl Premier team placing an impressive 8th place. In 2014, Canada placed 4th and 7th in                  
the Premier All Girl and Coed divisions respectively. The mission of the CCU is to showcase the best and                   
brightest cheerleaders in Canada on the World stage; and to encourage the development of cheerleading               
at all levels throughout our great nation. 

Manitoba athletes have attended the national tryout and/or been accepted on to the Canadian National               
Team since its inception. In 2016, 8 of the 24 athletes selected for Team Canada Coed were Cheer                  
Manitoba athletes or coaches (photo below). Many of the athletes began cheerleading at a young age,                
continued through University, Professional and went on to compete at the World Championships. Each              
year Manitoba is proud to have many athletes achieve the honour of representing our Country at the                 
Worlds competition in florida. 

Athletes from all clubs and schools are eligible to try out for this prestigious team as long as they meet the                     
team requirements. Athletes who are training for or accepted on to the National Team practice locally with                 
their own team(s) as well as attend national training camps in preparation for the World Championship.                
Try outs include skill requirements in all areas and a demonstration of confident, consistent performance.               
At this stage, athletes train to increase skill development and difficulty as well as utilizing specialized                
practices for additional skill acquisition required by Team Canada.  

 

  

 
 



 
 

Active for Life  

Active for Life is both a stage in LTAD and an outcome of Canadian Sport for Life 

LTAD Characteristics 

The Active for Life stage of LTAD is the final destination of all Canadians. In this stage, athletes and                   
participants enjoy lifelong participation in a variety of competitive and recreational opportunities in sport              
and physical activity. 

If the participant decides not to compete, this stage can be entered at the age of 12 +, beginning with                    
developing physical literacy in infancy, and evolves to being Competitive for Life and/or Fit for Life through                 
all phases of adulthood. 

Active for Life, along with physical literacy and sport excellence, is one of three key outcomes within                 
Canadian Sport for Life in which Canadians remain active in sport and physical activity for life by                 
developing physical literacy.  

In this stage, no one is pursuing Olympic or open World Championship glory. Some athletes in                
Competitive for Life are still involved in very high-performance competition that is not leading to the                
Olympics or World Cups while others are pursuing sport and physical activity for fitness and health, all for                  
personal satisfaction.  

Under ideal circumstances, athletes and participants enter the Active for Life stage of LTAD at one of two                  
times: 

1. After they have developed physical literacy by the end of the Learn to Practice stage and                
chosen to pursue sport and physical activity according to the goals of the Active for Life                
stage. 

2. After they have exited the LTAD high-performance training and competition stream.  

Presently in Canada, many, if not most, participants in the Active for Life stage are not physically literate,                  
due to the fact that the Canadian sport system does not consistently develop physical literacy for all                 
participants. A primary goal of the Canadian Sport for Life (CS4L) movement is to improve this situation.  

There are many programs and options available in the active for life stage. Athletes may transition from                 
any stage of development into Active for Life or move into this stage naturally as a result of finishing                   
his/her competitive career.  

Cheerleading-specific LTAD Characteristics 

Cheerleading is a unique sport in that it can be recreational, competitive or both for the majority of a                   
person’s life. The program that an individual chooses to join may vary; the core of Active for Life is that it                     
is an all-inclusive stage. These programs often overlap with one of the stages above, such as training to                  
practice or training to compete however, these programs often cater to special groups, non-competitive              
types of cheerleading or special performances. In this way, a transition from any stage of cheerleading                
development to Active for Life is seamless and successful.  

Recreational Cheerleading 
Recreational cheerleading is a great introduction and opportunity to learn about the sport. Athletes learn               
proper progressions, technique of stunts, jumps and tumbling. This can range from age 3-5 preparatory               
teams to adult recreational teams. Recreational cheerleading is not always at the beginner level; this type                
of program may be associated with a community’s recreation department, a stream of cheerleading in a                
club, the YMCA or a recreational sports league such as football or basketball. Often these programs                
follow the traditional role of the cheerleading; to cheer on another sport. This can be an excellent team                  

 
 



 
 

bonding experience, bring support and excitement to community events and provide a great avenue for               
physical activity, performance and fun.  

Special Needs 
Special needs cheerleading is an opportunity to encourage life and movement through a sensational              
sport. Athletes benefit from their time together at practice and their work on improving their skills. Not only                  
do they stimulate their social and motor skills but the thrill of performance is an excellent experience.                 
Special needs teams can be competitive or non-competitive; it is an empowering experience that brings               
multiple skill sets together to support the development of the individual and the team as a whole.  

Special Performance 
Special performance teams are often one-time events or community performances. Depending on the             
circumstances, this may be a combination of athletes from all types of cheerleading backgrounds.              
Typically a coach or choreographer works with the group and it is inclusive of all athletes. Special                 
performances that cheerleaders in Manitoba have participated in include the Harlem Globetrotters show,             
the Teddy Bear Picnic, the Santa Clause Parade and Canada Day performances. Cheerleading, after all,               
is a performance sport and this is an avenue that is open to anyone.  

Professional Cheerleading 
Professional cheerleading is a volunteer, non-competitive form of the sport. It is a challenging process to                
make a professional cheerleading team and performance is of the utmost importance. The professional              
cheerleading program in Manitoba is the Winnipeg Blue Bombers Cheer and Dance team. The team is                
comprised of men and women, over the age of 18, who have been selected to be a part of the program. It                      
comes with many performances, media events and offers an enormous range of opportunities to use their                
cheerleading experience in the entertainment field. The selection process often involves a skill try out plus                
an interview process; exceptional skills in communication, stunt, tumble and dance are a part of the                
requirements for this team.  

The Winnipeg Blue Bomber Cheerleaders have been an integral part of the proud tradition of the football                 
club for over half a century. Since the team formed, they have gone by many names from the                  
Bomberettes and the Blue Brigade to the Blue Lightning Dance Team and now the Blue Bomber Cheer                 
and Dance Team. While they largely focus on performing for fans at football games, the members of the                  
Blue Bomber Cheer Team are also required to complete a minimum of 25 hours of volunteer work every                  
year and are actively involved in community outreach and engagement.  

Parent Team 
Parent teams are special programs developed for parents who have cheerleaders enrolled in a club. They                
are a FUN way to get involved in the gym, meet other parents and show support for their child and their                     
gym. Parent teams can be competitive or non-competitive. These types of teams are highly variable with                
some recruiting former cheerleaders and competing in the parent division and some performing at their               
home gym, for the community or simply practicing for fun. Parent teams are a wonderful way of                 
connecting with your child when they’re in cheerleading, staying physically fit and gaining confidence.  

  

 
 



 
 

Summary of LTAD and Core Competencies of Cheerleading 
 

 
 

Stage of 
Development 

Developmental 
Age* 

Developmental Markers Stunt 
Competencies 

Tumble 
Competencies 

Active Start 0-6 yrs. 

● Basic movement skills 
● Integrated mental, cognitive 

and emotional development 
● Some organized physical 

activity 
● Exploration of risks and limits 
● Active movement with 

emphasis on fun 

None None 

Climbing and 
Building Skills 

Girls 6-8 yrs. 
Boys 6-9 yrs. 

● Overall movement skills 
developed 

● Integrated mental, cognitive 
and emotional development 

● ABC’s of athleticism; agility, 
balance, coordination 

● Develop strength with use of 
own body weight 

● Introduce fair play and ethics 
● Structured programs, no 

periodization 

● Timing Skills  
● Air Skills  
● Dismounts  
● Inversions  
● Release Moves  

 

● Weight Support  
● Hip-over-head 

Rotation  
● Core strength and 

alignment  

 

Learn to 
Practice 

Girls 8-11 yrs.  
Boys 9-12 yrs. 

● Overall sport skills 
development 

● Major skill learning stage: all 
basic sports skills should be 
learned before entering 
puberty 

● Integrated mental, cognitive 
and emotional development 

● Strength to use own body 
weight 

● Identification and development 
of talents  

● Single or double periodization 
● Competitions focused on skill 

development 
● Opportunities to participate in 

multiple sports 

● Timing Skills  
● Air Skills  
● Dismounts  
● Inversions  
● Release Moves  

 

● Airborne 
Fundamentals  

● Arch to Hollow 
Initiation  

● Connection Skills  

 

Learn to 
Compete 

Girls 11-15 yrs. 
Boys 12-16 yrs. 

● Sport-specific skill 
development 

● Major fitness development 
stage: aerobic, speed and 
strength 

● Biological markers include 
growth spurt, PHV and onset 
of menarche 

● Integrated mental, cognitive 
and emotional development 

● Introduce free weights for 
strength training 

● Single or double periodization 
● Talent selection, 

musculoskeletal evaluation 

● Entry Skills  
● Air skills  
● Dismounts  
● Inversions  
● Pyramids  
● Tosses  

 

● Airborne rotation  
● Generating Force  
● Core Strength and 

Set Alignment  
● Rotation in Hollow 

Body) 
● Specialty skills  
● Standing Force  

 



 
 

 

*Note: Throughout the stages, LTAD supports training, competition, and recovery programs based on             
developmental age — the physical, mental and emotional maturation of the individual — rather than               
chronological age.  

 
 

● Sport specialization (no event 
or position specialization at 
this stage) 

High 
Performance 
Competition 

Girls 15-21 yrs. 
Boys 16-23 yrs. 

● Modeling aspects of 
competition in training 

● Sport, event and/or position 
specific training and tactical 
preparation 

● Integrated mental, cognitive 
and emotional development 

● Optimize mental preparation 
● Single, double or triple 

periodization 
● Sport-specific technical, 

tactical and fitness training  

● Entry Skills  
● Air Skills  
● Dismounts  
● Inversions  
● Release moves  
● Pyramids  
● Tosses  

 

● Axis rotation while 
airborne  

● Specialty Skills  
● Standing Force  

 

International 
Competition 

Girls 18+ 
Boys 19+ 

● Modeling all possible aspects 
of competition in training 

● Maintenance or improvement 
of physical capacities 

● Further development of 
technical and tactical skills 

● Integrated mental, cognitive 
and emotional development 

● Maximize mental preparation 
● Performance on demand 
● Single, double, triple or 

multiple periodization 
● Frequent preventative breaks 
● Sport-specific technical, 

tactical and fitness training 

● Same as High 
Performance 
Competition 

● Same as High 
Performance 
Competition 

Active for Life All ages 

● Competitive for life – minimum 
of 60 minutes of moderate 
activity per day, any active 
person with a desire to 
compete, includes participants 
in high-level competition, 
selective competition based 
on age, ability, employment, 
etc.  

● Fit for life – minimum of 60 
minutes of moderate activity 
per day, move from 
competitive sport to 
recreational sport, becoming 
active or maintaining and 
active lifestyle 

● Sport and Physical Activity 
leaders – move from 
competition sport to 
volunteering, coaching, 
officiating or administration, 
move into sport related 
careers, use experience to 
ensure a positive environment 
for participants.  

● None ● None 


